BOULDER POINTE GC OPENS


"There are places along the Peaks course that you would swear are in a desert in the American Southwest," said developer Jim Dewling. Each hole features five sets of tees to accommodate all skill levels. The high-end, total service facility provides a players' bar and grill, a club cleaning service, and a PGA professional staffed golf shop. All carts feature the Proshot Global Positioning System.
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New Colorado layout aims for rustic flavor

By DENNIS LYON

AURORA, Colo. — Murphy Creek, the city of Aurora's latest addition, will open this July. The 7,457-yard course, with multiple tees, was designed by Ken Kavanaugh of Tucson, Ariz.

Kavanaugh and the project team's goal was to provide a golf experience that surrounds the player with great golf and nostalgia. The clubhouse complex creates the feel of the old family farm from the 1920s. The steel-wheeled antique farm implements scattered throughout the course, for instance, remind the golfer of the hard times the eastern plains experienced before winter. "We spent a long time looking for the right site," Garl said. "We caught a good winter and had good soils.

Continued on page 22

Garl's Wooden Sticks set for opening face-off in Canada

By PETER BLAIS

Uxbridge, Ontario, Canada — A handful of National Hockey League players is among the owners of an upscale daily-fee course that held its grand opening May 1 roughly 45 minutes northeast of Toronto.

Wooden Sticks Golf Club — named after the hockey equipment — is a Ron Garl design. Twelve of the 18 holes, Garl said, have been "inspired" by some of the world's best-known layouts, including St. Andrews, Pine Valley and Augusta National.

"It is a true member-for-a-day course," Garl said of the facility. "It costs $175 to play, but that includes your golf, cart, range balls, food and drink — everything but alcohol."

Among the National Hockey Leaguers involved in the course are Gary Roberts of the Carolina Hurricanes, Joel Niewendyk of the Dallas Stars, and former Hurricane Steve Rice. Other investors, Garl said, include local Toro and E-Z-GO distributor Turf Care Canada. Greg Seeman and Alan Chud are the managing partners.

Construction began in January 1998. The course held a soft opening last summer with about 2,000 rounds played before winter. "We spent a long time looking for the right site," Garl said. "We caught a good winter and had good soils.
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Architect Bill Love takes environmental honors

The Turf and Ornamental Communicators Association (TOCA) has named Bill Love the winner of its Environmental Communicator of the Year Award. The presentation took place at TOCA's annual meeting, held recently in Boston.

TOCA is an association of editors, writers, public relations practitioners and others involved in green industry communications. The group honored Love for his work as primary writer and editor of a publication dealing with environmental sensitivity in golf course design and development.

Bill Love:
President of W.R. Love Golf Course Architecture, in College Park, Md., Love has designed about 25 courses. Since 1990, he has chaired the Environmental Committee of the ASGCA. Editor Jay Finegan caught up with him at the TOCA meeting.

Golf Course News: What's the significance of your book in light of today's regulatory atmosphere?

Love: All golf course architects have to be attuned to environmental issues, because they crop up on every single project that we do now. To design a course in ignorance of environmental concerns is just shooting yourself in the foot. If the regulatory review process doesn't catch up with you, then the inefficiency of the golf course will. If you're building in conditioning problems or operational problems, then the superintendent has to